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Future Products

AI-Augmented
Knowledge,3D printing, and
emerging “BioFoundries”
make scientific breakthrough
in the field of biomaterials
and show promise to  localize
supply chains.

Sustainability-driven
investments translate to fields
of biomaterials and synbio.
Localization of supply chains
& 3d printing shift capabilities
from economies of scale to
economies of scope.
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A declining globalized system and the pressure caused by climate change
will lead to a multidisciplinary fusion of creative industries, science and

technology for breakthroughs in biomaterials with shorter, more efficient and
transparent supply chains.

Growing economic
inequality and job loss
due to the pandemic,
automation, and AI fuels
populism and nationalism.

Increasing emissions, Lack
of resources & materials
leads to demand for
sustainable alternatives.
Integration of circular
models that utilize waste
and recycle materials.

Protectionist Policies
fueled by nationalism
develops distinct spheres
of influence along regional
lines. Policies banning
materials drive
sustainability investments.

The rise in green
consumerism, and
Circularity as a necessity
for survival, leads to 
the mainstreaming of
Sustainability from rhetoric
to practice.
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Localised Supply Chains
Distribution tech: 

3D Printing
Biofoundaries

Global knowledge
           Sharing / Alliances

Hyperlocal fabrication systems 
created with local experts to 

create new jobs & governance 
structures with local protectionism 

and ecological regeneration in mind. 

Regenerative biomaterials
create a system that

produces new products
out of waste, keeps the

value of materials in
cyclical flows, and  assist

the regeneration of
natural systems. 

SDG 13
Shift toward localized production systems
using blockchain technologies in order to

cut down CO2 emissions from factors such
as production and transportation.

 

SDG 17
Cross-disciplinary collaborations among

researchers, scientists, corporations, and
investors towards the creation of more

circular bio-based materials.
 

SDG  12 & SDG 15
Replacing synthetic products with bio-

based goods with regenerative properties
that will help to nourish soil health rather

than destroy the ecological system.

Local Jobs:

Circular Bio-flows

Hyperlocal Production

Economies of Scope

Food Waste Algae Dye

Multi-disciplinary Research

Biomaterial Innovation

Biomaterial: 
Researcher, Engineer
Expert, Professor

Resource Manager/Analysts
Ecologists/ Eco Lawyers
Indigenous community

   representatives

Non-privatized multidisciplinary
research centers provide access

to affordable tools for cross-
disciplinary collaborations. These

tap into the global knowledge
base and enable faster

advancements in biomaterial
developments. 

A global collaborative environment using AI and VR to develop new
materials and the integration of Blockchain to track resources and shorten

supply chains for hyperlocal manufacturing will be the drivers for the
emergence of  “Glocalized biofabrication Ecosystems”.

Bacteria Material Mycelium Leather

SDG 9 
Reconfiguration of supply chains to be

more localized, shorter and efficient as well
as the innovations required for the design

and manufacture of biomaterials.

ICEBERG Causal Layer Analysis

EVENTS
Breakdown of globalized supply chains, biomaterials

breakthrough innovations and initiatives for more 
sustainable & circular systems.

UNDERLYING STRUCTURES
Open source and patent waivers are the starting point for more

technology and science transfer in diverse contributions in the
future in the pro of collective wellbeing. 

Social pressures to redirect public resources towards rural
development and environmental protection to secure natural

resources for future generations.
 

PATTERNS/TRENDS
New generations pushing for environmental actions against

climate change, plastic pollution and natural depletion.
Protectionism as an economic policy strengthened by populisms

and the global crisis in supply chains.
 

MENTAL MODELS
Emergent systems of thinking around sustainability are

introducing new values that are replacing old paradigms of
prosperity. Shifting overproduction towards regenerative and

localized practices in manufacturing. Governments aim to
incorporate synbio as a national economic strategy. 
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